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Abstract: Text to speech conversion is one of the important applications of the natural language processing. Text to Speech application acts as an interface between text and speech to perform communication. Its main motive is to provide the globalization between two different parties by providing the effective communication. The work presented here, maps the Gurmukhi Script embedded in a Latex document using Pandey package to the corresponding Punjabi audio files. It is beneficial for the persons who want to perform the voice communication by using the presented material. In this work, parsing has been used so as to parse each and every word of the input text and then the next task was to identify the phonetic equivalent of the individual words. Once the phonetic equivalent has been obtained, the next work was to throw it to the audio player. At the final stage, the phonetic equivalent in accordance to the given input has been played to produce the person specific voice which is in Punjabi language. The whole work is performed on the JAVA platform.
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1. Introduction

Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis system has a wide range of applications in everyday life. In order to make the computer systems more interactive and helpful to the users, especially physically and visibly impaired and illiterate masses, the TTS synthesis systems are in great demand for the Indian languages. Punjabi language is the regional language spoken by peoples in India, Pakistan and other countries with Punjabi migrants. The language is being written in Gurmukhi script in Indian Punjab, whereas in Shahmukhi script in Pakistani Punjab [10]. In this paper, TTS conversion of English text to corresponding Punjabi audio is performed. In this conversion, the concept of parsing is used. Parsing is the process of analyzing a string of symbols, either in natural language or in computer languages, according to the rules of a formal grammar. The term parsing comes from Latin pars (orationis), meaning part (of speech). To start the work, first of all, we have to record the Punjabi alphabet which has been recorded in mp3 format. Then we have to take the input text which is in the English language. Then we have to split each and every character from the text i.e. parsing is to be done. The next is to get the Punjabi phonetic equivalent to those characters. This whole process is done using JAVA platform. JAVA is being used because it provides portability, which means that computer programs written in the Java language must run similarly on any hardware or operating system platform. The goal of Java is to make the implementations of Java compatible. At the last stage, the phonetic equivalent which corresponds to the given text is to be connected and we get the final output in the Punjabi audio.

2. Related Work

Maninder Singh [5] performed work on „Text to Speech Synthesis for Numerals into Punjabi Language“: In this paper, he represents the work on text to speech synthesis for numerals in which speech waveform is generated and applied it to Punjabi speech synthesis using the general speech synthesis architecture. In year 2006, Pardeep Gera [3] in „Text to Speech Synthesis for Punjabi Language“ has developed a TTS synthesizer for Punjabi language. In which synthesizer used an existing TTS named Dhvani that has been developed for Hindi and Kannada Language, as a model. Tapas Kumar have presented a method to design a text-to-speech conversion module using MatLab[13]. S. Gomathi and R.S. Umadevi performed a work on „Certain Approaches for a Complete Mathematical Text-To-Speech System“. This paper, discussed the teaching learning process of mathematical subjects made accessible to visually disabled students. It also aimed to provide users a friendly vocal interface with computer and allow visually impaired people to use the computer [12]. In year 2006, Nobuo Nukaga, Ryota Kamoshida in „Scalable Implementation of Unit Selection Based Text-to-Speech System for Embedded Solutions“ proposed two methods in order to implement unit selection-based text-to-speech engine into resource limited embedded systems [9]. Mirzanur Rahman and Sunil Das in „Parsing of part-of-speech tagged Assamese Texts“ produced a technique to check the grammatical structures of the sentences in Assamese text [8]. Richard Socher et al. have introduced recursive neural network architecture which has merged image segments or natural language words [11]. M.B. Chandak and Dr. R. V. Dharaskar in „Text to Speech Synthesis with Prosody feature: Implementation of Emotion in Speech Output using Forward Parsing“ have described various aspects of the design and implementation of speech synthesizer, which was capable of generating variable pitch output for the text. The concept of forward parsing was used to find out the emotion in the text and generate the output accordingly [6]. Jasleen Kaur & Gurpreet Singh Josan has addressed the issue of statistical machine transliteration from English to Punjabi [4]. Deepthi Bhalla & others have done machine transliteration for English to Punjabi language pair using Rule-Based Approach [1]. D. Sasirekha and E.Chandra in „Text to Speech: A Simple Tutorial“ have made a clear and simple overview of working of text to speech system (TTS) in step by step process [2].
3. Proposed Work

The methodology followed is outlined as follows:

1. Parsing of the input text has been done and corresponding recorded sounds have to be fetched to produce corresponding Punjabi audio.
2. The sound of the Punjabi alphabets has been used as the basic unit for speech synthesis.
3. Speech database for the Punjabi language has been developed by recording the sounds of each and every alphabet.
4. Font character mapping of the input text has been done and then separated into Punjabi phoneme.
5. Phonemes have been searched in the file where audio for all alphabets are recorded and corresponding phonemes sounds have been concatenated to generate synthesized output speech.

3.1 Basic Flow of the Work

The basic flow of work for English text to Punjabi speech conversion starts as, first of all, the recording of the Punjabi alphabets is to be done. The chart of the Punjabi alphabets (ਅਖਰਾਂ) whose recording is to be done is shown below in the table 1:

By starting the work, get the input text in the English license and co because it provides portability, Ease of collaboration, Free language written in the Latex file. LATEX package is used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Keyboard mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A= अ a= ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B= ब b= ṃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C= च c= ḍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D= ड d= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E= ए e= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F= ḃ fb= ṃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G= ग g= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H= ḍ h= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I= ई i= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J= ज j= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K= क k= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L= ल l= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M= म m= ०</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N= न n= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O= ओ o= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P= प p= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q= ओ q= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R= र r= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S= स s= ०</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T= ṇ t= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U= उ u= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V= व v= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W= व w= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X= ए x= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y= य y= ṇ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z= झ z= ṇ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And later, arrange these entire phonetic equivalents in a series respective to the given text. This whole procedure is carried out by using JAVA platform. NetBeans IDE 8.0 has to be installed & used on the system. JAVA has been used because of its characteristic which is portability, which means that computer programs written in the Java language must run similarly on any hardware or operating-system platform. The goal of Java is to make all implementations of Java compatible.
At last, we get the final output as the Punjabi audio. The diagram (Figure 1) showing the basic flow of the work is shown.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1:** Flow of the proposed approach

### 4. Implementation

The various steps of implementation which have been followed in the conversion of English text into corresponding Punjabi audio are described below:

1. **Fetching the input string:** First of all, fetch the input text strings from the Latex document. After that split the input text in an individual character with laga matras.
2. **Storing string in array:** After splitting the input string, store the splitted string in an array. So that each and every character can get its individual position in an array.
3. **Finding length of string:** Then, find the length of the string so as to find the size of the string.
4. **Setting of pointer:** After finding the length of the string, set the pointer to the beginning of the array.
5. **Checking for different cases:** When the pointer is set, then check whether the pointer is less than the string length or not. If pointer is not less than the string length, fetch the audio file corresponding to that character where pointer points at. Then add in the playlist. But if, pointer is less than string length than check for the different cases like whether there is single character or double character. If two characters are there then, check whether there is any sign or symbol attached to it before or after. As we considered Punjabi language, in that case we have to look for the matra that whether it comes before the character or after the character. In this way, we get different cases.
6. **Adding identified sound to playlist:** After getting different cases, fetch the recorded audio file corresponding to each and every character. Once we get the audio file of each character, and then add these in the playlist.
7. **Increment the pointer:** After that, increment the pointer to look for the next character. Then again, check for the different cases and after that add its corresponding audio file to the playlist.
8. **Playing the audio:** When we get different cases for the input string and fetched its corresponding audio files, then, the next step is to connect all the audio files. Add the fetched audio files to the playlist and play. We get the final output which is Punjabi audio corresponding to the given input text.

### 5. Results

The sample results of the proposed approach are shown below. The input English text written in Latex package is shown below in Figure 2. The conversion of the English text to Punjabi audio has done by performing parsing. The outputs of the individual words of the text are shown in Figure 2 which gives output in Punjabi audio.

![Input text in English language using Pandey in Latex Document](image)

**Figure 2:** Input text in English language using Pandey in Latex Document

The output of the given text is shown below which gives output in Punjabi audio. The word “gUrU”, means “guru.” In the output, .mp3 represents silence after pronouncing one word i.e. Guru. The output of the second word is shown below in figure 4. The word “nAnc” means “Nanak”. The output for the third word is dEv jI is shown in figure 5. The word “dEv jI” means “Dev Ji.” The output for the word dA is shown in figure 6. The word “dA” means “Da.” The output for the word jnm is shown figure 7. The word “jnm” means “Janam.” The output for the word 15 is shown in figure 8. From the figure 9 it is quite clear that it is the output of the number 15. The output for the word apr>l is shown in figure 10. The word “apr>l” means “April.” The output for the number 1469 is shown figure 11. The output for the word “iv\adk C” is shown figure 12. The word “iv\adk C” means “Vich”. The word ”h\char 126 ieaA” means “Hoyea.” In this way, we get the overall output of the English text into the Punjabi audio as shown in figure 13.

The overall output is, “Guru Nanak Dev Ji Da Janam 15 April 1469 Vich Hoyea.” as shown in figure 13.
run:
{gUrU nAnc dEv jI dA jnm 15 apr>l 1469 iv\adk C h\char126 ieA.}
Input String: gUrU nAnc dEv jI dA jnm 15 apr>l 1469 iv\adk C h\char126 ieA.
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Figure 3: Audio output for the word gUrU (ਗੁਰੂ)
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Figure 4: Audio output for the word dEv
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Figure 5: Audio output for the word dEv
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Figure 6: Audio output for the word dEv
Figure 7: Audio output for the word

Figure 8: Audio output for the word 15

Figure 9: Audio output for the word

Figure 10: Audio output for the word
6. Conclusion and Future Work

In the presented work, parsing has been done through JAVA platform for converting Punjabi text embedded in Latex Document to Punjabi audio. TTS conversion software can have many applications in day to day life. It can be useful for blind people to read the document. Although these are some advantages of this presented work, but there are some limitations too. A person can understand a sentence only if it is pronounced correctly, but still some gaps in pronouncing need to handled. So this application has come up with a better and user understandable pronunciation mechanism. The presented work methodology has been used for the Punjabi language and may also be used for other Indic language. An integration of a personal voice with the system can also be done. In the presented work, a sentence has been taken in which the individual digits has been mapped without any grouping and also the sentence is free from special symbols. So, in the future, input can be taken as a large vocabulary and with digits and special symbols.
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